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Draft programme

Part One – Partnership approaches

9:00 – 9:05 a.m. Opening
H.E. Mr. Alejandro Palma Cerna, Vice-President of ECOSOC

9:05 – 9:20 a.m. Setting the stage
Dr. Klaus Töpfer, Co-Chair of the Independent Team of Advisers to ECOSOC Bureau
Ambassador Juan Somavia, Co-Chair of the Independent Team of Advisers to ECOSOC Bureau (via VTC)

First segment

9:20 – 9:30 a.m. Presentation of ITA paper on Partnership Approaches
Mr. Paulo Luiz Moreaux Lavigne Esteves, Member of the Independent Team of Advisers to ECOSOC Bureau [via VTC]

9:30 – 10:00 a.m. Questions and answers to ITA presentation by Member States

Second segment

10:00 – 11:00 a.m. Interactive exchange of views by Member States on specific proposals on partnership approaches
Part Two – Governance

First segment
11:00 – 11:10 a.m. Presentation of ITA paper on Governance
Ms. Vera El-Khoury Lacoeuilhe, Member of the Independent Team of Advisers to ECOSOC Bureau [via VTC]

11:10 – 11:40 a.m. Questions and answers to ITA presentation by Member States

Second segment
11:40 – 12:55 p.m. Interactive exchange of views by Member States on specific proposals on governance

12:55 – 1:00 p.m. Summary of key messages of morning session and Closing Remarks
H.E. Mr. Alejandro Palma Cerna, Vice-President of ECOSOC

Part Three – Organizational arrangements and Capacity

3:00 – 3:05 p.m. Opening
H.E. Mr. Alejandro Palma Cerna, Vice-President of ECOSOC

First segment
3:05 – 3:15 p.m. Presentation of ITA paper on organizational arrangements and capacity
Ms. Sara Pantuliano, Member of the Independent Team of Advisers to ECOSOC Bureau [via VTC]

3:15 – 3:45 p.m. Questions and answers to ITA presentation by Member States

Second segment
3:45 – 5:55 p.m. Interactive exchange of views by Member States on specific proposals

5:55 – 6:00 p.m. Summary of Key Messages and Closing Remarks
H.E. Mr. Alejandro Palma Cerna, Vice-President of ECOSOC

Chair and Moderator: H.E. Mr. Alejandro Palma Cerna, Vice-President of ECOSOC